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"History has demonstrated that the great leaders of every age were, almost without exception, born in poverty, denied educational advantages in boyhood, and obliged to educate themselves at odd moments while doing a man’s work in the world. The same immutable principle is in operation today—the earnest souls who now toil in the evening schools to fit themselves for life will be found in the front ranks of our civilization of tomorrow."

—Gleason L. Archer (1923)

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY FOUNDED IN 1906

Suffolk University grew from humble beginnings in the Roxbury parlor of Gleason L. Archer, a young lawyer who had worked his way through high school and college. A chance meeting brought Archer together with a benefactor who loaned him money to pursue the study of law, asking only that Archer pass along the favor.

In 1906, Archer opened the Suffolk School of Law, a night school established to “serve ambitious young men who are obliged to work for a living while studying law.” He believed that the growing waves of immigrants who came to America’s shores should be given the same opportunities that had been the privilege of the wealthy few.

Archer soon moved the school into his downtown law offices, and in 1908 machinist and Archer student Roland E. Brown passed the bar. News of Brown’s achievement led to a boost in registration, so Archer gave up his law practice to devote himself full-time to the Suffolk School of Law. By 1930, Archer had built Suffolk into one of the largest law schools in the country.

The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences—later renamed the College of Arts and Sciences—was founded in 1934 in response to the recommended standard that law students possess a college degree, and because Archer wanted to create “a great evening university” that working people could afford.

Three years later, in 1937, the College of Business Administration, now the Sawyer Business School, was established. It offered the possibility of the extension of intellectual analysis into the field of business.

The three academic units were incorporated as Suffolk University in 1937, and, over the years, the University expanded from its night-school format to incorporate a range of full- and part-time programs.
The Law School offers Juris Doctor and Master of Laws degrees. Its expansive curriculum combines a strong academic foundation with expertise in an array of specialty areas. Nationally known faculty and a range of practical experiences provide superior preparation for law practice in the 21st century.

The College of Arts and Sciences consists of 17 academic departments, including the New England School of Art and Design. The college offers more than 50 programs of specialized study at the baccalaureate, master, and doctoral levels.

Suffolk University Sawyer Business School's undergraduate and graduate programs emphasize global business practice. Nine undergraduate majors are offered, and graduate programs lead to more than a dozen advanced degrees, including joint degree programs with the Law School. Suffolk Business School also offers an online MBA program.

Suffolk students today hail from across the nation and around the world. Once a commuter school, the University now has three residence halls, allowing resident students to fully realize the academic and cultural promise of their Beacon Hill surroundings. Suffolk's classrooms, libraries, and offices are housed in 17 buildings in downtown Boston.

In 1995, the University's first international campus was opened in Madrid. A second international campus, in Dakar, Senegal, opened in 1999. Satellite campuses also have been established in Massachusetts in North Andover, West Barnstable, and Franklin.
The academic attire worn during the commencement exercises by the graduates, faculty members, deans, trustees, the president, and the other members of the academic procession, had its origin during the Middle Ages at the medieval universities. The long black gown, the basic garment of the academic attire, was worn for warmth and to conceal food and sometimes wine to be consumed during lecture recesses. The square cap, the shape of which resembles a book, a mason's mortarboard, or the quadrangle shape of the Oxford University campus, usually has a black tassel indicating a bachelor's or master's degree, or a gold tassel indicating a doctoral degree. The hood, which is the most colorful raiment, was used as a cowl, a cape, an alms sack, or to protect the wearer's wig from the elements.

In modern times, the wearing of academic attire was codified by the American Council on Education. Contemporary guidelines specify that the standard color for caps and gowns is black, that the material be cotton poplin, that there be no trimming on the gowns worn by recipients of baccalaureate or master's degrees, that the doctoral gown may be faced with black velvet trim with three bars of black velvet across the sleeves, that the trimming of the doctoral hood be of velvet and signify the academic area of the degree, and that the hood lining reflect the official color or colors of the college or university conferring the degree. The hood trimming color white designates bachelor of arts; yellow: bachelor and master of science; magenta: bachelor of science in journalism; drab olive: bachelor and master of business administration; peacock blue: bachelor and master of public administration; blue: master of education and certificate of advanced graduate study in education; and purple: juris doctor (law) degree.

Within certain permissible limits, universities may vary the style and color of the caps and gowns worn by their graduates. These variations may be noticed in the academic procession. Colored cords are worn by our Law School graduates and College of Arts and Sciences and Sawyer Business School undergraduates who have been awarded graduation honors. Gold cords signify summa cum laude honors, silver signifies magna cum laude honors, and bronze indicates cum laude honors. The College of Arts and Sciences and the Sawyer Business School also recognize honor distinctions for transfer graduates—blue and gold cords for Highest Distinction, blue and silver cords for High Distinction, and blue and bronze for Distinction. Business students inducted into the Beta Gamma Sigma International Honor Society are wearing a royal blue satin honor stole outlined in gold with the Beta Gamma Sigma key logo.
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Processional
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Andrew C. Meyer, Jr., Esq.
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Presiding
David J. Sargent, Esq.
President of the University
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The Reverend Amy Fisher
University Chaplain and Director of Interfaith Center

National Anthem
Tanya Benjamin, BS '10
Philvie Daniel, BSBA '10
Laurine Voltaire, BA '10

Commencement Address
Dr. Paul Farmer
Founder, Partners In Health

Conferring of Honorary Degrees
Dr. Karen L. Bollinger-DeSalvo
Vice Dean, Community Affairs & Health Policy
Tulane University School of Medicine

Charles Burnett
Writer/Director of Independent Film

Wycliffe “Wyc” Grousbeck
Managing Partner, Governor & CEO
The Boston Celtics

Dr. Paul Farmer
Founder, Partners In Health
Class Greetings
Stephanie Zito, BA '10

Conferring of Degrees

Benediction
The Reverend Amy Fisher
University Chaplain and Director of Interfaith Center

Recessional
Candidates for Degrees

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Inclusion in the program does not indicate degree conferral. Degrees and official academic honors will be awarded when all University requirements have been fulfilled.
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS

Kathrine Mason
Kent, CT

ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE

Edward Fusco
Boston, MA

Lisa Gabriele
Abington, MA

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Gregory Adamczyk
Chicago, IL

Wissam Ghattas Ajjouri
Boston, MA

Matthew S. Alpert
Boston, MA

Matthew John Altieri
Cheshire, CT

Mirian E. Alvarez
Boston, MA

* Christine Ellen Amuzzini
Bogota, Colombia

Simon Francisco Angel
Exeter, NH

Marisa Leigh Antolino
Boston, MA

* Kelsey Armstrong-Hann
Corvallis, OR

** Emilie Catherine Bamford
Boston, MA

*** Brooks Barnard
Boston, MA

* Saige Liliane Benavides
Morocco

* Mia Bensouda
Glastonbury, CT

* Rebecca Birger
Skokie, IL

Rebecca A. Bishop
Mansfield, MA

Nicholas Arthur Black
Boston, MA

* Kara H. Blake
Boston, MA

Nicholas Botto
Boston, MA

* Allison Alexandra Brito
Providence, RI

Katherine Ovales Brito
Boston, MA

** Cameron Joseph Broderick
Boston, MA

** Derek Brozowski
Concord, MA

Jennifer Marie Buckhout
Boston, MA

+ Jennifer E. Bunting
Brockton, MA

Hayley A. Button
Boston, MA

* Tori Lynn Carroll
Boston, MA

* Roseanne E. Cataldo
Holden, MA

* Carly Christine Chamberlain
Kalamazoo, MI

Cecelia D. Champion
Milton, MA

*** Felix Chiu
Boston, MA

Meghan Marie Claffey
Reading, MA

Jodi M. Cleveland
Boston, MA

Hillary K. Colcord
Boston, MA

Deanna Alicia Coletti
Boston, MA

Eliza Elspeth Colpak
Boston, MA

* Marguerite Julia Conley
Boston, MA

* Stephen M. Connolly
Quincy, MA

*** Kelli Jane Connors
Quincy, MA

Mackenzie T. Correia
Boston, MA

** Nicholas Corsaro
South Boston, MA

Bailey Christine Costa
Randolph, MA

* Amanda Jane Cote
Boston, MA

Kristen G. Cotter
Malden, MA

Marilyn Crespo-Perry
Stratham, NH

Katie Elizabeth Cressman
Boston, MA

* Lisa Marie Crist
Boston, MA

* Jonathan Eliot Curtiss
Boston, MA

*** Bryan J. Daley
Queensbury, NY

* Ashley Daniels
Saugus, MA

Delilah K. Dasilva
Boston, MA

* Lea Jeanne DeFrancesco
Rowley, MA

Janpierre de Haas
Miami, FL

Severine De Lartigue
Paris, France

Julian Chani De Lacaze
Etang la Ville, France

James Michael DeMeo
Boston, MA

Christine Elizabeth Denning
Boston, MA

Caitlin Adrianne DeRosa
Chatham, NJ

Helena K. Diamond
Boston, MA

* Kristin Margaret Diamond
Randolph, MA

Ramatoulaye Diop
Boston, MA

* Fallon Francesca D’Ippolito
Boston, MA

* Andrew Lawrence Dolan
East Taunton, MA

Elyse Marie Donovan
Boston, MA

Richard Marcellino Doria
Boston, MA

Amanda Lee Dorney
Malden, MA

* Michael Afton Doyle
Windsor, CT

* Grisel Duran
Argentina

* Patricia Portes Dutra
Boston, MA

Matthew L. Eisner
Rocky Hill, CT

Reda El Alami
Boston, MA

*** Kate Ellis
Boston, MA

Nouhad Eskanian
Boston, MA

* Yarini Espinal
Peabody, MA

*** Summa Cum Laude
+++ Highest Distinction

** Magna Cum Laude
++ High Distinction

* Cum Laude
+ Distinction
** Sirenna Marie Espiritu  
Andrew C. Esposito  
Nicoie P. Fabricius  
Daniele Fallon  
* Kathryn Meredith Farina  
* Alison Rae Fenton  
Erica Fernandes  
** Erica J. Ferrelli  
Luis Hiram Figueroa  
** Francesca Nicole Foisy  
** Courtney Rae Forti  
*** Hastia Fotuhyan  
Katriuska Waleska Cruz Fournier  
* Emily Rose Frongillo  
** Margery Lee Furman  
*** Christopher Gagne  
*** Meredith Gamble  
*** Kelley Louise Garrard  
* Lauren Gendron  
* Jo安娜 Maria Germanou  
* Elizabeth Ann Gerrity  
* Samantha Gibbons  
* Dennis Lazaros Gikas  
* Kristie Rae Gillooly  
* Amanda Gjonca  
Guillermo N. Gomez Diez  
* Janet Gonzalez  
* Jesse Alexander Gonzalez  
Richard Goodnow, Jr.  
* Cassidy Ray Goodwin  
*** Brianne Marie Gorence  
* Nicoie M. Grandinetti  
Sandrine O. Guillerme  
Daisy A. Guzman  
* May Kyi Han  
* Madelyn Perene Harriman  
Brooke Candace Harrington  
* Julaisty Nancy Haurissa  
* Sarah E. Henkel  
* Uta E. Henshaw  
* Janel Pilar Hernandez  
Nason Heywood Sinkula  
++ Danielle Hill  
Natalic C. Hogg  
Edward T. Houghton  
* Miranda Johnstone Howland  

---  

*** Brittany K. Hoxie  
Jennifer Hunter  
Alexander Nathaniel Hurren  
Marina S. Iannaco  
Emily C. Imparato  
Mark Alexander Ingram  
Jorge E. Iriogoyen G.  
* Angela M. Isherwood  
* Sarah Elizabeth Izzi  
* Reid J. Jackson  
* Ari Hovanes Janessian  
* Elizabeth D. Jansen  
* Keshia Joachim  
** Meredith Beth Jones  
Tiffany Kan  
Nicolas M. Kane  
* Ted Karczewski  
* Alexandra Lee Kardon  
*** Kerry L. Karol  
*** Stephen Michael Keaton  
Caroline M. Keefe  
* Rosalind Marie Keegan  
** Eric Gallup Keller  
Darvy Khun  
* Andrew Paul Kiernan  
Kacie Kirkpatrick  
** Gregory Paul Kodgis  
Brian Edward Kosicki  
Stephanie L. Kozak  
* Yelena Krivosheyeva  
Tomislav C. Kuljis  
* Mary Kathryn Kwasnik  
Corey Edward LaBonte  
* Ashley Lambert  
** Alexandra Payne Lamy  
Kurt Eric Larson  
Daniel Leahy  
Robert M. Leahy  
Nicholas Lederer  
Ryan Carpenter Lee  
* Laura A. Liberge  
** Mariel Lopez  
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic  

---  

*** Summa Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
* Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF ARTS

Theresa Elizabeth Lynch  Quincy, MA
Jonathan Newell Maganzini  Stoneham, MA
Denille Marie Manning  Boston, MA
Lauren E. Marcoullier  Boston, MA
Rebecca Markman  Old Orchard Beach, ME
Emmanuel Dimitri Marsh-Morno  Malden, MA
Claire Harris Matson  Boston, MA
Deirdre Catherine McAllister  Boston, MA
Katie A. McCabe  Floral Park, NY
Brittany Ann McCarthy  Boston, MA
Ian Joseph Bramer McClellan  Somers, CT
Joseph Patrick McGurrin  Boston, MA
Andrea Jeanne McKunes  Boston, MA
Jamie Michele McMillan  Boston, MA
Yanitza O. Medina  Boston, MA
Jean Mehler  Boston, MA
Alex Meister  Swampscott, MA
Alex Mendez  Quincy, MA
Emma E. Menz  Arlington, MA
Alexandra Taylor Moore  Boston, MA
Matthew Joseph Moretti  Boston, MA
Alayna L. Morin  Alfred, ME
Daniel Morse  Boston, MA
Albert J. Moscone Jr.  Revere, MA
Annamaria Mueller  Revere, MA
Elizabeth Ann Mulllen  Boston, MA
Katlyn Murray  Hingham, MA
Tina C. Natale  Boston, MA
Alexander Nechemia  Philadelphia, PA
Joseph Rosario Nicatran  Salem, NH
Ryan Paul Nichols  Everett, MA
Julie Ann Nicotra  East Rockaway, NY
Malcolm C. Norman  Malden, MA
Jordan Zachary Nye  Milford, NH
Sherkens Obei  Boston, MA
Melissa Catherine O'Brien  West Hartford, CT
Christian O'Neill  Boston, MA
Victoria Ordonez  Boston, MA
Corey M. O'Rourke  Westford, MA
Abdel Kader Ouedraogo  Boston, MA
Laura LePage Paluch  Boston, MA
Brandilee Panbianco  Wallingford, CT
Nicole Papadopoulos  Boston, MA
Alaina Papanastasiou  Swampscott, MA
Megan Francesca Parker-Gray  Boston, MA
Meghan M. Pelletier  Black Rock, CT
Lindsay Taylor Pelzar  Canton, CT
Aquayah Peters  Saugus, MA
Marc James Picariello  Stoneham, MA
Mahara R. Pinheiro  Boston, MA
Vincent Pisacane  Boston, MA
Rachel Lynne Plukas  Boston, MA
Amy Elizabeth Poehler  Salem, MA
Miranda Lynn Pollard  Boston, MA
Sidney Bianca Polycarpe  Boston, MA
Jeff Pompenti  Beverly, MA
Elaine Paulo  Worcester, MA
Claire Marie Price  Boston, MA
Valerie Price  Boston, MA
Sarim H. Proeung  Boston, MA
Matthew Axel Pumphret  Gilford, NH
Joseph David Ransom  Sheffield, United Kingdom
Carrie Anne Ray  Lebanon, CT
Aryana Johnson Razzaghi  Washington, D.C.
Stephanie Leigh Reardon  Boston, MA
Brian M. Reid  Braintree, MA
Kristie Marie Reis  Everett, MA
Melissa C. Rich  Candia, NH
Gregory Henry Ricketts  Acton, MA
Jillian Leigh Rizzo  Boston, MA
Megan Aniela Roman  Malden, MA
Jonathan Miguel Roth  Boston, MA
Kelsey A. Rupert  Lakeville, MA
Daniel Ryan  Dorchester, MA
Ashley Parisa Sadroonri  Boston, MA
Ryham Saleh  Boston, MA
Drema Schau  Boston, MA
Deborah M. Searfoss  Boston, MA
Padmini Seepersad  Boston, MA
Joseph Romanus Serra  Walpole, MA
Jenny Christine Seward  Pembroke, MA
Eileen M. Sheehan  Boston, MA
Kelly Marie Shetler  Bethel, CT
Janelle Shoup  Lynn, MA
Joseph B. Solof  North Andover, MA
Brienne Steel  Boston, MA
Joseph Vincent Stephens  Hudson, MA
Mary Christine Stevens  Boston, MA
Amber Lynn Stilwell  Everett, MA
Kerry Lyn Stone  Salem, MA
Amy C. Strong  Revere, MA
Kyle Thomas Sullivan  South Easton, MA

*** Summa Cum Laude  +++ Highest Distinction
** Magna Cum Laude  ++ High Distinction
* Cum Laude  + Distinction
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BACHELOR OF ARTS (continued)

Adam Szymczak
Joseph David Tavano
Stephanie DelCarmen Tavarez
Sara Leann Timko
Andrew M. Tobia
*** Deirdre Rose Tobin
Connie Tommasino
Claire Michelle Van Riper
Shoana van Wyngarden
+++ Nora Vladimirova Vasseva
* Stavroula Venetis

Marblehead, MA
Revere, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Brantree, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Westport, CT
Roxbury, MA
Lowell, MA

* Laurine Ermance Voltaire
Alexis Kristin Wartonick
* Erica Daniella Annunziata Welch
* Erin E. Welch
Michael Webster Wenning
Kimberly White
* James Michael Wilson
* Kristen Louise Wright
Hiromi Yura
Allison J. Zelikoff
*** Stephanie Jane Ruth Zito

Malden, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Wareham, MA
Dallas, TX
Hopewell Jct., NJ
Fitchburg, MA
Dover, NH
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Guilford, CT

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

* Nicole M. Allard
Elisabeth Bailey
** Matthew Paul Batista
* Julie Beckett
* Shalini L. Brennan
Maria Catalina Sun Cardona
* Susanna Yu-Ching Chan
Sophia Rosario Connelly
*** Alyse K. Daly
Danielle E. DeLorenzo
* Stephanie Braun Diniz
Urszula Dojnikowska
Lauren Elias
Emily Frances Ferguson
* Brittani E. Fleury
* Lindsey A. Freedland
* Gregory S. Frye
Tricia K. Fu
** Maria Galante
Andrea Fernandez Garcia
* Jodi Lynne Greenleaf
Erik K. Hallgren
Heather A. Hannan
* Julie T. Jackson
Sophia Nive Joseph
* Eleanor Kaufman
Dara Beth Keller
* Alyssa Jayne Kelly
Jenna Michelle Kelly
* Stavroula Venetis

Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Sao Paulo, Brazil
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Barrington, RI
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Malden, MA
Waltham, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Cambridge, MA
Boston, MA
Plymouth, MA
Medfield, MA

* Meaghan E. Kennedy
* Andrew Luk
Charisse Marchesi
Katie Ann McLaughlin
Samantha Anne Millen
April Miranda
Bridget Ann O’Neill
* Athalie Louise Paynting
Barbara Christine Percoco
Maria del Carmen Perez
* Bianca Maria Pettinicchi
* Mark Poirier
* Kristin B. Powers
* Makena Barry Reardon
Diane Ponte Saia
* Jinelle Christine Sammartino
** Alexandra McCarthy Serpis
Lindsey B. Shackleton
Chin-Chih Shih
Ketty Katalya Shufiyani
Sara Silberstein
Margaret Stasiak
Ryan J. Stranz
* Alessandra J. Susi
* Samantha Jean Tomao
Iemanja M. Wells-Wingfield
* Michelle Winseck
* Alexandria Nicole Wood

North Providence, RI
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Humarock, MA
Dansers, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Cheshire, CT
Leominster, MA
Medford, MA
Lynnfield, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA

+++ Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
+++ Highest Distinction
++ High Distinction
+ Distinction
Dianne Elinda Nunes DeModena  Revere, MA
Roy Eugene dePasquale  Bethel, ME
Matheus DePaula-Santos  Boston, MA
Josselyn Elizabeth Rice DeSena  Cape Elizabeth, ME

Michael J. Dewar  Boston, MA
Jessica A. DeYoung  Boston, MA
Valerie-Colleen Abigail Dietel  Boston, MA
Courtney Marie DiGiacomo  Boston, MA
Robert A. Dill, Jr.  Malden, MA
Peter John DiMauro  Boston, MA
Jessica Dionne  Boston, MA
Carlee E. Dodson  Walnut Creek, CA
Caitlin Donahue  Paxton, MA
Erin Marie Donovan  Stoughton, MA
Joseph Drago, Jr.  Bourne, MA
Matthew K. Driscoll  Boston, MA
Anton A. Dubarry  Manchester, NH
Joanne Edouard  Everett, MA
Nicole Louise Egan  Boston, MA
Ngole Richard Long  Boston, MA
Matthew (Mathis) Erickson  Allston, MA
Claudia Maria Fradia Exama  Boston, MA
Mame Thioro Astou Fall  Boston, MA
Evan M. Fantaroni  Shrewsbury, MA

Jeffrey W. Farland  Boston, MA
Andrea Natalia Ferdinand  Leicester, MA
Steven Michael Ferretti  Boston, MA
Kate Fitzpatrick  Boston, MA
Christopher Martin Flanagan  Farmington, CT
Michael Flanagan  Boston, MA
Sarah Elizabeth Flanagan  Stoughton, MA
Ashley Fleming  Boston, MA
Matthew George Fleming  Medford, MA
Coleman Alexander Fleming-Dumas  Exeter, NH
Ashley Rose Foster  Chelmsford, MA
Luiz O. Lutti Freeman  Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Kyla Gallagher  Boston, MA
Kelly Maday Morales Garcia  Lynn, MA
Stephanie Elizabeth Garneau  South Portland, ME

Kristen Gately  Randolph, MA
Vanessa Genao  Haverhill, MA
John P. Genelli  Barre, MA
Amber Lee Gesslein  Brick, NJ
Melissa Giangregorio  Saugus, MA

Nicholas J. Giaquinto  Boston, MA
Jennifer Nicole Gibson  Boston, MA
Daniel J. Gillespie  Boston, MA
Alexandra Elizabeth Goldsmith  Boston, MA
Samantha S. Gray  Boston, MA
Alexandra Kate Guthorn  Boston, MA
Ashlyn Sue Hackert  Wilmington, MA
Amra Hadziahmetovic  Boston, MA
Kalee Anne Haggstrom  Boston, MA
Suzanna Lee Haggstrom  Boston, MA
Matthew G. Hall  Scarborough, ME
Kateena Mary Hashem  Boston, MA
Garrett Duane Hauck  Boston, MA
Bryan T. Hawley  Norwood, MA
Charlene L. Hay  Boston, MA
Carlos Rafael Hernandez  Boston, MA
Susan M. Hernandez  Cambridge, MA
Andrea Herrera  Venezuela
Samantha Gayle Hershman  Boston, MA
Tyler Elisabeth Hillson  Concord, MA
Cody Holden  Newark, VT
Catherine Ann Hotaling  Boston, MA
Jennifer Howland  Danvers, MA
David Burns Hull  Boston, MA
Lila Castle Hunt  Cape Elizabeth, ME
Ryan P. Hutchinson  Boston, MA
Elizabeth Hyde  Boston, MA
Douglas Buvid Hyland  Glen Ridge, NJ
Amy Invernizzi  Haverhill, MA
Danielle Alicia Jackson  Boston, MA
Daniel S. James  Boston, MA
Alan W. Jaziri  Norwich, CT
Jaclyn Frances Jenkins  Boston, MA
Scott William Johnson  South Easton, MA
Kalina Marie Jordan  Boston, MA
Kevin Jordan  Chelmsford, MA
Alex Kalish  Rockville Centre, NY
Angela A. Karras  Boston, MA
Marjorie Katsikis  Boston, MA
Sophia Stela Kavalaris  Boston, MA
Elyse M. Kelley  Haverhill, MA
Heather Elizabeth Kelly  Portland, CT
Kristin Mary Kelly  Boston, MA
Jessica Bryanne Kesper  Boston, MA
Jeffrey A. Kessler  Brockton, MA
Samuel E. Kessler  Dayton, OH
Linda Khoeun  Boston, MA

Summa Cum Laude  + High Distinction
Magna Cum Laude  + Distinction
Cum Laude  Distinction
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (continued)

* Jiwoon Kim  
Biata Kishinyovskaya  
Patrick Michael Korson  
Olga Kosikova  
Nylah H. Kourieh  
+++ Michael Kowalsky  
Krystofer J. Kunkle  
Margarita Kvacheva  
* Keri L. LaBelle  
*Katelyn Zelia LaGarde  
Kathleen Elizabeth Anne LaGrasso  
Becky Ji Lam  
* Lauren Mary Landers  
* Daniel Peter Lattanzi  
Thuy T. Le  
* Kimberly V. Leach  
Alexander LeBlanc  
Nicole Jiawen Lee  
Brian J. LeFort  
Evan Lema  
* Meghan Marie Lennon  
* Cori T. Leonetti  
Thuy T. Le  
Valerie Marie Liberatore  
Brian Andrew Liberger  
* Julie D. Lillard  
Rocio A. Limas  
Lindsay Critelli Lucas  
* Christina Elizabeth Luna  
Eric David Lyons  
Rachel Victoria Lysak  
Chelsea MacDonald  
Christie Nicole MacDonald  
Courtney M. MacKay  
Kasey Lynne Matriks  
Anuradha Malik  
*** Tess Mandell  
Nicholas M. Mandella  
** Michelle L. Mandino  
* Michael J. Mandozzi  
Alexis Rosa Manolakis  
+ Michael Marcangelo  
Brian Oliver Martineau  
Anthony James Mastropolo  
Claire Elizabeth McCann  
Brittney McDonald  
Christen Marie McInnis  
Brittany McCallagat  
** Joseph D. McKenzie  
Meghan McKinnon  
Kevin Francis McLaughlin, Jr.  
** Matthew Scott McQuaid  
Carrie Graham Melanson  
Angela M. Membrino  
Joel Allen Messer  
*** Mikhail Mikhailov  
Caitlin Milley  
Ayten El Moffy  
Stephanie M. Mongan  
Rebecca L. Monger  
Marisa J. Moran  
Michael Robert Morancy  
* Kerry Christine Morris  
* Celeste Morrow-McLernan  
Timothy Morway, Jr  
* Brian Muccioli  
* Karen W. Mui  
*** Alison Lynne Mulholland  
Patrick J. Mulkerrin  
+++ Danielle Helena Munafo  
Lauren Murph  
* Cynthia T. Murray  
Saimah F. Musvee  
Melyssa Abby Nadow  
* Yi Ran Ng  
* Judy Ngai  
* Katherine Nguyen  
Lisa Marie Nguyen  
* Luan Minh Nguyen  
* Brady Lynne Norby  
Anthony C. Nwabude  
* Agnes Emilie Nycek  
* Emma Elizabeth O’Leary  
** Debra Lynne O’Malley  
** Meghan E. O’Reilly  
Justin T. Owades  
** Laura Foley Paladino  
** Christina M. Panagi  
* Evelyn G. Pantos  
* Georgia D. Papagiannopoulos  
** Malav S. Patel  
Kyle S. Paul  
Jennifer Peicott  

*** Summa Cum Laude  +++ Highest Distinction  
** Magna Cum Laude  ++ High Distinction  
* Cum Laude  + Distinction  
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** Rachel Angelina Pelkey  
Sasha Peralta  
Chad A. Perrone  
* Brianna Jillian Perry  
* Jessica Petersen  
** Sarah E. Phetteplace  
Scott Phillips  
*KyQuan Quoc Phong  
Mary Margaret Pierce  
* Jessica E. Piercy  
* Cecilia Pilenko  
Fatima Fontes Pires  
** Alexandru M. Pisc  
Katrina Anne Pomoranski  
Kendra Lynn Poole  
** Jason Potteiger  
** Bridget M. Power  
** Danielle Christine Press  
Lakia M. Prince  
Ashley Anne Proulx  
Danny Quan  
Mayada Mary Rabbat  
Gregory Bamford Ralich  
*** Timothy M. Ramsey  
Kathleen Mary Raughtigan  
Patrick Gerald Reardon  
Joseph L. Regan III  
David E. Reiner  
Paola Andrea Reyes  
* James K. Rice  
Kaitlyn Richard  
Alexander Donald Roberts  
Jessica Ann Rocker  
Christine Ann Rodrigues  
* Steffany Rodriguez  
Alyssa Cara Roeder  
JianJun Rong  
Dana Roy  
Natalie Elizabeth Ruch  
Ashley Rose Russell  
++ Meaghan Elizabeth Ryan  
* Samantha Saccardo  
Matthew William Salvatore  
Rachael H. Sampson  
* Sharee D. Sandler  
* Rachel Sanker  
Thomas Patrick Santella, Jr.

---

Amanda C. Scafidi  
Tina Leigh Scrivani  
Shenae Allene Searcy  
** Stephanie Seeliger  
* Amanda Senske  
* Daniel Paul Sheehan  
Nicole Marie Shruhan  
Darya Shumovskaya  
Lia Nicole Sibley  
** Francesca M. Sidoti  
++ Nicholas Jack Singarella  
* Aleksandra Maria Skalska  
Derek Sklar  
* Ellen S. Sklaver  
** Rachel K. Sledge  
** Alexandra K. Smith

++ April Smith  
Noel O. Smith  
** Shannon Alexis Snell  
Aloyse Rene Hamad Sonko  
Janelle D. Sousa  
* Samuel Preston Spector  
*** Thomas Ralph Statuto  
Georgia K. Stavropoulos  
Benjamin M. Stoner  
Devin W. Stronge  
Megan Anne Surette  
Kathryn Aldrich Sweeney  
Samantha E. Sweeney  
* Lindsay M. Taitel  
Alexandra Tavares  
Lauren A. Taxter  
Jasmine M. Telemaque  
Marianna C. Terzakis  
Jeffrey Tham  
* James Arthur Toscano  
Meghan Leigh Tracey  
*** Nhi Thanh Thi Tran  
* Quynh Tran  
++ William S. Treese, Jr.  
Sara Valentim  
** Eduardo Valero Cabeza  
* Kirk Andrew Frank Vance II  
Joseph Anthony Vandini  
Eric J. Vattes  
* Ze Manuel Veiga  
Jacklyn Velez  

---

*** Summa Cum Laude  
** Magna Cum Laude  
* Cum Laude

---

Boston, MA  
Franklin, MA  
Boston, MA  
Boston, MA  
Boston, MA  
Winchester, MA  
Brockton, MA  
Boston, MA  
Wells, ME  
Kingston, MA  
Ellington, CT  
Boston, MA  
N. Easton, MA  
Boston, MA  
Boston, MA  
South Portland, ME  
Wellfleet, MA  
Boston, MA  
Cranberry Twp, PA  
Boston, MA  
Boxford, MA  
Boston, MA  
Medford, MA  
Newton, MA  
West Hartford, CT  
Exeter, NH  
Boston, MA  
Boston, MA  
Boston, MA  
Boston, MA  
Boston, MA  
Boston, MA  
Boston, MA  
Boston, MA  
Worcester, MA  
Webster, NH  
Boston, MA  
Boston, MA  
Valencia, Spain  
Mansfield, MA  
Boston, MA  
Boston, MA  
Marshfield, MA  
Boston, MA  

---

++ Highest Distinction  
+ High Distinction  
+ Distinction
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (continued)

** BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING

Faisal Sultan M. Al-Shehail
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
** Yavor Lyubomirov Kolarov
Boston, MA

Raul Enrique Artigas Leal
Boston, MA
Jason Paul Raimondi
Boston, MA

Pelerge Charles
Malden, MA
Sugandha Sharma
Boston, MA

*** Megan Elizabeth Cullen
Boston, MA
Matthew Stas
Kingston, MA

*** Mamadou Diagne
Boston, MA
Daniel Wang
Boston, MA

Ivan Aleksey Echeverria Alarcon
Boston, MA
Christina J. Zengo
Boston, MA

Yusuf Khan
Boston, MA
Ginny Kay Zuniga
Boston, MA

BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES

Elyse Catherine DeVito
Boston, MA
Kyle Tyler Ryan
Boston, MA

Ntozake J. Dixon
Boston, MA
Kristina Mary Swierad
Killingworth, CT

Michael P. Fleck
Hull, MA
Stacy Lynne Wood
Boston, MA

Kailin W. Kenney
Boston, MA

*** Summa Cum Laude
+++ Highest Distinction

** Magna Cum Laude
++ High Distinction

* Cum Laude
+ Distinction
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN JOURNALISM

** Victoria Cristina Acosta-Rubio M.  Orlando, FL
Peter Lewis Alcock  Weston, MA
Robert W. Barrett  Milton, MA
Erin Elise Boyd  Boston, MA
James Frederick Dunne Bulger  Washington, D.C.

Timothy G. Callanan  Boston, MA
Steven Canty  Boston, MA
Matthew Ryan Carroll  West Hartford, CT
Morgan Elizabeth Chase  Medford, MA
* Angela Fay Cole  Plainville, MA
Brian H. Collins  Hingham, MA
Michael Steven Conway  Everett, MA
* Molly Elizabeth Crean  Boston, MA
John George Datserakis  Lynn, MA
Jonathan Michael Doodian  Huntington Bay, NY

Jeffrey W. Dufour  Dalton, MA
Alexander Richard Freund  Boston, MA
* Allison L. Gallant  Old Town, ME
+ Christina Gavares  Windham, NY
Veronica C. Gilbert  Hyannis, MA
* Kaitlin E. Hanson  Burlington, MA
Jennifer Anne Hatchard  Boston, MA
Kelly Ann Heede  Boston, MA
Alicia Howes  Pembroke, NH
* Dennis Taylor Kelley  Braintree, MA
* Courtney Kenihan  Boston, MA
Jessica Klapman  Newton, MA
Amy Leigh Knights  Boston, MA
* Kira Mae LaFosse-Baker  Boston, MA
+ Kaleigh Antoinette Lambrich  Sandwich, MA

* Shannon M. Lane  Santa Ana, CA
* Scott Patrick Largay  Woodbury, CT
Hollie Rae MacLennan  Boston, MA
Patrick Maietta  East Hampton, NY
Margaret Mainzer  Matawan, NJ
Christopher John Marrano  Boston, MA
Carolyn Rose Milley  Boston, MA
++ Jacquelyn J. Mysliwiec  Hyannis, MA
Ana Mercedes Nichols  Quincy, MA
Caitlyn O'Donnell  Boston, MA
Laura Lea Paine  Centerville, MA
Veronica Parakhnevich  Boston, MA
Heather Leedes Pike  Boston, MA
Christopher Charles Ragoza  Derry, NH
Amanda Rautenberg  Boston, MA
Molly Elizabeth Reale  Branford, CT
* Lindsay Anne Robinson  Boston, MA
Timothy Lee Rosenthal  South Easton, MA
+ Caitlyn Elizabeth Russell  Wellesley Sarro  Lynnfield, MA
+ Kate E. Schermerhorn  Boston, MA
Lindsay D. Schneider  East Providence, RI

*** Kayla Elizabeth Shepherd  Bedford, MA
Joshua Singer  Stoughton, MA
Bridget O'Leary Sullivan  Holyoke, MA
* Elise Marie Swartwood  Martha's Vineyard, MA
Ryan Taber  Boston, MA
Maria C. Tozier  Farmington, NH
+ Jillian Leighanna Tully  Brockton, MA
+ Valerie Elise van Gerven  Boston, MA
Lawrence William VanKleef  Osterville, MA
* Erin L. Wallace  Boston, MA

*** Summa Cum Laude  +++ Highest Distinction
** Magna Cum Laude  ++ High Distinction
* Cum Laude  + Distinction
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (continued)

* Keith Carter
Boston, MA

Timothy F. Carvalho
Leah N. Cataldo
Kaitlynn Cates
** Nicholas G. Celia
** Tat Hoi Chan
** Ying-Ting Chang
Bradley C. Chant
* Laura Marie Chapman
*** Joseph Winlock Chase
Brandi L. Cheffro
+++ QuanQuan Chen
Konstantin Chernikov
* Anita S. Cheung
* Mohamed Chouka
Adam P. Christman
Andrew C. Christopher
++ Jennifer Churchill
*** Charles Nicholas Ciccone
Serigne Babacar Cisse
Immanuel C. Clarke
Daniel Patrick Collins
Edward Combes
Christina Conti
Adam Collier Corsi
Danielle Marie Cote
* Nicole Kathleen Coumou
Meggann Crandall
** Anh H. Cung
Yvenson Cyprien
Olivia B. Daher
Tara Yvette Daher
** Carla C. Daley
Ryan Matthew Daly
*** Erik Dang
Philvie Daniel
Carlos de Aubeyzon
Lisa J. DeCastro
Jessica L. DeChellis
Mark Delong
Patrick Dello Russo, Jr.
+++ Daniele C. DeMoura
* Bol Buu Deng
* Richard L. Denis, III
Braden Dennis
Candace Jillian DeRoin
Francesca Nancy Desforges

* Jason Michael Desrosiers
** Philip Richard Devine
Edward C. Devlin
** Christine Diarbakerly
Nicole Rosa Diarbakerly
Tyler F. DiBella
* Alan A. Dillaby
*** Edwin Kendall Dillaby
John L. Dillon
Ashley F. Di Lorenzo
+ Antonio Di Maio
* Astou Diop
Brittany Marie DiSarro
Rachel A. DiSessa
** Thuong Q. Do
Tracy Doan
Kyle William Doherty
* Rafael Enrique Dones
Gaelle J. Dorch
* Joseph B. Downing
Wesley Drew
Taylor M. Duffy
* Garry S. Dumas
* William J. Dunlap
Francis James Dunn
* Dina Dupuz
Christopher Joseph Dutra
* Wang Seng Ea
** Ashley Marie Eaves
** Jonathan J. Eckman
Malcolm A. Edwards
* Imane Elazri
Avith Ernest
Arturo Esayag Rosler
Mary Katherine Escher
Hrant Esserian
* Andrew Everleigh
*** Murch Ewings
+ Mohammad Aqil Falaknaz
+++ Catherine M. Faucher
** Renee Ann Fauteux
Elizabeth Fernandez
* Javier Fernandez
*** Marisa A. Ferreira
* Brittany L. Ferreri
Lisa Marie Fetherston
Keith A. Filkins

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
++ High Distinction
+ Distinction

26 Sawyer Business School
* Michael P. Kenneally  
* Divesh Khushalani  
Quoc-Christopher Kieu  
EunByul Kim  
* Rossy E. Polanco Kingsley  
+++ Ivaylo M. Kirkov  
Kimihiro Koshima  
Magdalena Krasniqi  
* Michael John Krezwick  
* Taylor N. Kucera  
Aataan Kurgun  
* Angelina Nadya Kurniawan  
* Stephanie S. Kury  
* Judy Kwong  
Kathryn J. Laboy  
Malherbito Labranche  
Chelsea Elizabeth Lada  
Nicole Lynne LaFauci  
Jacqueline M. LaFlamme  
Michael R. La Fleur  
Ryan P. Lake  
*** Jennifer E. Landa  
+ Kevin Q. Lao  
Vorajade Laosonthorn  
Sebastian Larach Kafati  
* Michael L’Archeveque  
* Michael T. Lawlor  
* Brittany Ann Lay  
* Sean Michael Leach  
Luca Fabrizio Ledonne  
** Kristy Jean Lee  
SangYoung Lee  
Ryan Shea Leenhouts  
* Daniel Nicholas Leterriou  
** Gina Marie Leone  
Sarah Eva Leong  
Henry Leung  
** Jun Li  
* Ying Lin  
Michael J. Lindberg  
*** Dennis Liu  
* Xintian Liu  
* Amelia Irene Carol Ann Lopez  
Bernhard Lotterer  
Thomas P. Lucia  
*** Marco M. Luethy  
Leah Dung N. Luong  
Boston, MA  
Boston, MA  
Quincy, MA  
Boston, MA  
Boston, MA  
Quincy, MA  
Boston, MA  
Boston, MA  
Manchester, NH  
Boston, MA  
Boston, MA  
Boston, MA  
Alstead, NH  
Walpole, MA  
Harrwich, MA  
Beverly, MA  
Malden, MA  
Boston, MA  
Boston, MA  
Boston, MA  
Attleboro, MA  
Boston, MA  
China  
Boston, MA  
Boston, MA  
Boston, MA  
Switzerland  
Boston, MA  
Boston, MA  
Revere, MA  
PingQun Mai  
Tomàs Maldonado Escobar  
Carla Mallequi  
* Kim Evette Malone  
Tracy Ann Maniscalco  
* Lorig Manjikian  
Brian T. Manning  
Chadia El Mansouri  
Alison Lea Manzella  
* Kristen Marcinelli  
Maria Margaritis  
Joshua Richard Marino  
*Mirella Marquez  
*Nicolas Marsano Noriega  
Brandon Edward Martin  
** Shane Robert Martins  
** Marissa Maria Marulli  
Alyssa Marie Masiello  
* Arian Massoudi  
** Tucker John Matheson  
Joel Matos  
** Michael John McAuliffe  
Kara Alexandra McDonald  
** Meaghan Marie McDonald  
Christine Marie McFarland  
* Loren K. McGrath  
David Adair McMillian  
Elizabeth Emma McNamara  
Alexander E. Medrano  
Shana P. Melcher  
** Jared Sanborn Melville  
Lee Solworth Merlino  
** Elmedin Miljevic  
Ledina Mita  
** Laurin A. Mitchell  
Marilena Vasiliadis Mitkonis  
* Ashley Molloy  
Shannon Claire Monahan  
Sean Montellese  
+ Donna Montemagnu  
Amanda Montgomery  
Mariano F. Morales  
Nina Alycia Moreira  
Christopher Morrison  
* Rachel A. Morrison  
*** Summa Cum Laude  
+++ Highest Distinction  
** Magna Cum Laude  
++ High Distinction  
* Cum Laude  
+ Distinction
*** Shaunna Lynn Shiers
** Rebecca Shirazi
Katherine A. Short
* Annie Shrestha
James Douglas Siciliano
Erica D. Silva
* Michael S. Silva
** Amanda Marie Silverman
** William Michael Smeglin
* Benjamin D. Smith
Frances Coolidge Smith
Nichole Elizabeth Smith
Brian Francis Smusz
Andrew J. Smyth
** Jessica Soares
* Nicole C. Solano

Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic

Kurt Witbeck Somerville
* Lori Raquel Spencer
Gary Lee Spetseris
*** Jill Marca Starett
Stephen St.Claire
** Jacob Kyller Stewart
Edwin St. Pierre
Deana Marie Struppa
Andre Suero
Amanda Jean Takach
* Richard Michael Tanner II
* Aric D. Tao
Brice Clayton Taylor
* Michael Robert Taylor
** Krisapon Techaphangam
Kevork Tenkerian
Mansi Thakkar
Randy Thay
* Laura Marie Thompson
Aaron W. Tong
Jason Tong
Kayla Elizabeth Toothaker
Assiatou Ami Toure
Eric T. Tracy
** Le Thi Ngoc Tran
** Chuong T. Tran
* Duy Tran
Despina Tsatsopoulou

Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Stoughton, MA
Beverly, MA
Medford, MA
Quincy, MA
Wakefield, MA
Hingham, MA
Boston, MA
Walpole, MA
Daleville, VA
Attleboro, MA
Medford, MA
Grand Rapids, MI
Danvers, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Reading, MA
Boston, MA
Weston, MA
Boston, MA
Medford, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Kennebunk, ME
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA

Eleftheria Tsolias
Juan Carlos Turcios Garcia
Eric D. Vachon
* Christina Marie Vargas
* Michelle Nicole Ventresca
** Vanessa M. Vey
** Richard C. Vial
** Daniel Vidal
** Joseph W. Videotto
Paul Vittozzi
Janlee Vo
Jimmy Phu Vo
*** Nguyen Phu Vo
Nam H. Vu
James C. Walsh, Jr.
* Chrisana Watson
Rachael Weiner
** Ryan Francis Wells
Ashley Nicole West
** Corbin Tyler Weston
Sarah Foss White
** Tatiana Rocha Whitley
Timothy Daniel Wholey
* Cornelia Widiastutti
Cedrick Norman Wiener
Port-Au-Prince, Haiti
Jerron Akil Williams
* Ashley Lia-mon Wong
Andrew E. Woodcock
Theresa A. Hogan Woodman
* Michael Woods
* Stephen C. Woodsome
*** Katsiaryna Yatskovich
* Joyce R. Yee
Chun-Feng Yu
Jing Yu
** R. Thomas Yule
* James Richard Yutkins
** Salvie Zaccaria
Daniel Barry Zamsky
* Steven William Zavaski
Fan Zhang
++ Hongying Zhang
Christine Wei Zhu
Blerta Ziu
James Zouzoulas

Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Stoughton, MA
Boston, MA
Hanson, MA
Cambridge, MA
Revere, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Brantree, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Longview, WA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Groton, MA
Boston, MA
Arlington, MA
Boston, MA
Wartown, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Raynham, MA
Billerica, MA
Revere, MA
Boston, MA
Wallingford, CT
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA
Boston, MA

*** Summa Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
* Cum Laude
+++ Highest Distinction
++ High Distinction
+ Distinction
CLASS MARSHALS
Kyle Thomas Sullivan, BA
Kayla Elizabeth Shepherd, BSJ
Murch Ewings, BSBA
Brian J. LeFort, BS
Jordan Zachary Nye, BA

THE SAWYER AMBASSADOR SCHOLARS
Charles Nicholas Ciccone
Jennifer Yin Huynh
Marco M. Luethy
Kathryn Scharr
Shaunna Lynn Shiers
Vanessa M. Vey

THE BALLOTTI LEARNING CENTER SCHOLARS
Kristen G. Cotter
Renee Ann Fauteux
Matthew G. Hall
Katreena Mary Hashem

THE INTERNATIONAL AMBASSADORS
Ramatoulaye Diop

THE MARIA STEWART SCHOLARS
Tricia K. Fu
Luan Minh Nguyen
Danny Quan
Blerta Ziu

THE TRUSTEE AMBASSADOR SCHOLARS
Rebecca Birger
Nicole M. Grandinetti
Kristin Sarah Sanquedolce
THE HUB SCHOLARS
Kelli Jane Connors

THE WRITING CENTER SCHOLARS
Nicholas Corsaro
Kathryn Meredith Farina
Deirdre Rose Tobin
Stephanie Jane Ruth Zito

THE NEW ENGLAND SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN
AMBASSADOR SCHOLARS
Meaghan E. Kennedy

THE MCNAIR SCHOLARS
Wanny R. Baez
Carla C. Daley
Janet Gonzalez
Sandrine O. Guilherme
Daisy A. Guzman
Janel Pilar Hernandez
Karen Edith Hernandez
Yanitza O. Medina
Han Ngoc Pham
Deborah M. Searfoss
Stephanie DelCarmen Tavarez
Edward Eden Williams

THE INTERFUTURE SCHOLARS
Rebecca Birger
Jessica Ashley Bradford
Felix Chiu
April Culannay
Nicole M. Grandinetti
Sandrine O. Guilherme
Janel Pilar Hernandez
Meredith Beth Jones
Justin Louzon
Le Thi Ngoc Tram
Alayna L. Morin
Rachel Lynne Plukas
THE ARCHER FELLOWS

Rebecca Birger
Kelli Jane Connors
Leanne Corayer
Amanda Jane Cote
Christopher Gagne
Nicole M. Grandinetti
Meredith Beth Jones
Kevin Jordan
Gregory Paul Kodgis
Mary Kathryn Kwasnik
Shannon M. Lane
Emilia K Losowska
Timothy M. Ramsev
Stephanie Seeliger
Joseph David Tavano
Scott Michael Zanolli

THE GRIFFIN SCHOLARS

Zaid Saad Alkhayyat
Matthew James Aten
Angelina Barrasso
Brett Bemis
Letisha Elizabeth Brown
Matthew T. Caldeira
Mei Zhen Cao
Jason DaRosa Cardoso
Laura Marie Chapman
Charles Nicholas Ciccone
Anh H. Cung
Carla C. Daley
Erik Dang
Christine Diarbakerly
Ashley Marie Eaves
Murch Ewings
Fernando N. Francia
James J. Gavin
Veronika Gusakova
Edylle Quijia Allegro How
Lily Huang
Jennifer Yin Huynh
Evan Scott Jacobs
Elizabeth C. Kalu
Cleon Kanellis
Christina Keast
Le Thi Ngoc Tram
Kristy Jean Lee
Jun Li
Marco M. Luethy
Tucker John Matheson
Meaghan Marie McDonald
Ashley Molloy
Jasmany Guillermo Naranjo
Ramatoulaye Fama Niasse
Ricardo Barcellos Pereira
Han Ngoc Pham
Lindsay Marie Robichaud
Moises Romano
Nicole M. Salerno
Kathryn Scharl
Jacob Kyller Stewart
Michael Robert Taylor
Vanessa M. Vey
Richard C. Viau
Daniel Vidal
Nguyen Phu Vo
Ashley Lia-mon Wong
Katsiaryna Yatskovich
Salvie Zaccaria
Steven William Zavaski
Hongying Zhang
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES HONORS SCHOLARS

Roseanne E. Cataldo
Megan Elizabeth Cullen
Bryan J. Daley
Alyse K. Daly
Peter John DiMauro
Alyssa Jayne Kelly
Celeste Morrow-McLernan
William Norton
Debra Lynne O’Malley
Christian O’Neill
Christina M. Panagiotakos
Sarah E. Phetteplace
Jason Potteiger
Daniel Ryan
Padmini Seepersad
Shannon Alexis Snell
Kyle Thomas Sullivan

THE SAWYER BUSINESS SCHOOL HONORS SCHOLARS

Zlatelina Bezheva
Joseph G. Burke
Gwyneth Chaffin
Jonathan J. Eckman
Gary Mark Gaudet
Gina Marie Leone
Marco M. Luethy
Loren K. McGrath
Laurin A. Mitchell
Erin M. O’Donnell
Shaunna Lynn Shiers